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Strategic Agenda for Higher Education and Research 2015–2025, entitled The Value of Knowledge; 

‘Research universities and universities of applied science do not operate in a vacuum, but rather in 
open connection with their surroundings. They are breeding grounds of ideas and talent that need 
to engage with social reality and anticipate developments in the world.’  - (Ministry of Education, 
Culture and Science, 2015, p. 1). 

> The need for research to be linked to societal challenges, greater participation of citizens 
in research and better integration of teaching and research. 

THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF ENGAGED EDUCATION WITHIN DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF EDUCATION INSTITUTES IN AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS 

secondary vocational education university of applied sciences research university
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THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION PROCESS

Reprinted from; Tijsma, Urias & Zweekhorst (2021) under review
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MULTI LEVEL PERSPECTIVE 

Reprinted from; Genus, A., & Coles, A. M. (2008). 

Institutional logics facilitate a multi level 
approach that considers considered the 
individual (micro), the organisational (meso) 
and the broader environment (macro) 
perspectives (Bogel et al., 2019).

Societal level

Organizational level

Individual level
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INSTITUTIONAL ORDERS 

Institutional logics are; ‘… assumptions, values, beliefs, and rules by which individuals produce and reproduce 
their material subsistence, organize time and space, and provide meaning to their social reality’ (Thornton and 
Ocasio, 1999 p.)

More often than not, actors are influenced by a constellation of institutional orders and corresponding logics 
that can, at times, be conflicting;

Adapted from; Thornton, Ocasio & Lounsbury (2012).
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HOW DO INDIVIDUALS WITHIN DIFFERENT EDUCATION INSTITUTES APPROACH ENGAGED 
EDUCATION, AND TO WHAT EXTENT ARE THOSE APPROACHES INSTITUTIONALISED?
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METHODS

       

        

                        

                           
                   

                            
         

                            
                

                  

                    
                    

                 

               

Included projects n= 13 (5 ROC, 4 HvA , 4 VU)
A course, for which students were given credits, that addresses a societal issue 
in close collaboration with an external community partner

In-depth semi structured interviews with professionals

Inductive and deductive coding
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RESULTS

State Order

Market Order
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RESULTS; START UP 

case 1 State Order Market Order Market Order 

case 2 Market Order State Order Market Order 

case 3 Market Order State Order Market Order  / Corporation Order 

case 4 Market Order Market Order State Order 

case 5 Market Order 

[Increase community good ] ‘                  ,                        
something in [field of study], you have to come up with these kinds of 
initiatives [referring to engaged education]. For me, it's really about those 
[target group] people.’ - ROC interviewee 1

[Graduate employability ]‘The approach of the [engaged project]
was also to ensure that students get a feel for the social side of the 
profession, and thus also gain insight into whether that suited them 
         .’ - HvA interviewee 1
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RESULTS

Logic aligning with intentionality

Logic conflicting with intentionality 
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Logic aligning with intentionality

state order > full time networking job 
function in place

community order > collaborative teaching

RESULTS

Logic conflicting with intentionality 

market order > students used for cheap labor, 
short term external funding

corporate order > manager far from work floor, 
emphasis on performance

‘So then you don't always get a high student rating [referring to the 
process of engaged education][...] this means that the teachers who 
participated were confronted with their own insecurity. You don't have 
a book, you don't have a method’. - ROC interviewee 4
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Logic aligning with intentionality 

state order > engagement in accreditation
community order > collaborative teaching

RESULTS

Logic conflicting with intentionality

market order >  students used for cheap labor, 
emphasis on student numbers

corporate order > low flexibility to work for 
different departments

‘My role as a teacher in any case is difficult, because I have to deal 
with different courses [within different departments] [...], it is not 
easy to embed administratively that can make it really difficult.' - HvA
interviewee 2.
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Logic aligning with intentionality 

market order > finances coming from education
state order > assistance by CSL research team

RESULTS

Logic conflicting with intentionality 

corporate order > low collaboratieve teaching
profession order > status in academic profession

‘But now, it's more about publications, and that's of course the 
most important thing for your promotion. All that social 
[societal] work, that sounds very nice, but in the end it doesn't 
do you much good in terms of promotion.’ - VU interviewee 4
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RESULTS

Academics sensemaking
responses to competing

institutional logics

Scale up    Sustain Leveraging*

Hybridizing*

Shielding

* Perkmann, McKelvey & Phillips, (2019)
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Conflicting market (funding, using students) and corporate (distance manger, performance)

RESULTS

[leveraging; market logic <> state logic] ‘it's more that working 
together with companies is really set up in a completely different way, 
                                            […]      b               -
creates with companies - ROC interviewee 4. 
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Conflicting Profession (time), market (numbers, students used), Corporate (low flexibility)

RESULTS

[shielding; corporate logic <> state logic] ‘At the HvA, we tend 
to want to incorporate it into systems very quickly. While it is 
                                                      b     .’ -
HvA interviewee 2. 
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Conflicting low community (low collaboration) and profession (status in academic profession) 

RESULTS

[hybridizing; profession logic <> state logic] > ‘[after being nominated for the vu 
innovation price] my colleagues said: 'Oh, hey that's nice, what exactly did you do?' 
                            ,                       [….]                                
also good for your manager to see a lot more of what you have done and they 
                    .’ – VU interviewee 1
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSION
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Institutional environments are not monolithic, but often consist of varying and even conflicting institutional
logics. (in line with; Cai & Mehari 2015)

Individuals have the potential to reconstruct the rules, norms and beliefs that guide their actions > employing 
Leveraging, Hybridizing and Shielding 

‘In theory, CSL involves challenging dominant logics in order to change the university; in practice, actors 
legitimate their activities in ways that are often messy and involve compromise.’ – (Taylor & Kahlke, 2017, p.
146)

Is hybridization and/or leveraging enough or do we need a more revolutionary approach?

CONCLUSION
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Macro-level factors: National, regional context
Meso-level factors: 
• Mission, policy
• Executive leadership (necessary, but not sufficient)
• R      h v . T   h  g (V    b : “Y     w    wh       v             v     wh   

      w   ”)
• Faith-based vs. Public
• Small vs. Large
Micro-level factors: Disciplines, professions

REFLECTIONS ROBERT BRINGLE 
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